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Editorial
Inflammatory bowel diseases (IBD) are multifactorial disorders,

characterized by chronic and degenerative inflammation of the
gastrointestinal tract including Crohn Disease (CD) and Ulcerative
Colitis (UC). These two diseases, affecting about three million people
worldwide, share common symptoms including rectal bleeding,
abdominal pain, and diarrheal episodes. The dysregulated secretion of
inflammatory cytokines, including IL-1, IL- 6 and TNF-α is a hallmark
of IBDs likely triggered by a defect in the intestinal barrier function
that becomes more permissive to antigen trafficking from the intestinal
lumen to the basolateral compartment. In the last decades, the
introduction of monoclonal antibodies against crucial mediators of the
inflammatory cascade represented an important alternative/
complementary strategy to immune-suppressants, corticosteroids and
antibiotics. Unfortunately, even using biological agents, a significant
percentage of patients fail to achieve prolonged clinical remission [1,2].

Besides pharmacological therapies, IBD patients often require
nutritional management of the disease with the intent to avoid/
postpone disease relapse. Unfortunately, patient’s nutritional
management is a complicated path. Various nutritional supplements
may be administered, even if vitamin D deficiency seems to be
associated with the pathogenesis of IBD [3]. Iron deficiency is equally
common in IBD patients with active disease, although dietary
supplementation is sometimes associated with worsening disease
symptoms and thus, intravenous infusion has to be preferred to oral
administration. Fecal therapy has been recently used for the clinical
treatment of refractory Clostridium difficile infection suggesting a
crucial role for the intestinal microbiota transplant. Probiotics and
prebiotics administration has been studied in the last decade, but more
should be done to clarify the role of diets that favour growth of
pathogenic bacteria that, in turn, compromise the intestinal barrier
integrity [4].

Likely, the best example of efficacy for the treatment of CD patients
is represented by fibre-free enteral nutrition, although in different
studies the induction of remission varied from 20 to 84% [5]. It is
known that, especially for CD, the composition of normal microbiota
is changed and enteral nutritional therapies may prevent deleterious
proliferation of intestinal bacterial colonies [6,7]. Similarly, the known
anti-inflammatory effects of polyphenols were long associated with
their anti-inflammatory properties [8-10]. Only recently, Galleggiante
at al. associated polyphenol iron chelating properties with their anti-
inflammatory effects [11]. This innovative prospective may be used as
strategy to sequestrate luminal iron, a limiting factor for bacterial
growth.

We are still working to understand the complex interelations
between food intake, microbiota proliferation, intestinal permeability
and inflammation. All together, these aspects can decide the balance

between intestinal inflammation and tolerance, but much has to be
clarified before the definition of a definitive nutritional strategy to
sustain IBD remission (Figure 1). Currently, much of the nutritional
suggestions are speculative or observational.

Figure 1: Complementary personalized diet for IBD patients could
reduce the number of people requiring surgery following the
classical stepwise approach.
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